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Reduction in Neutral Beam Driven Current in a Tokamak by Tearing Modes
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Profiles of noninductive current driven by neutral beam injection into a tokamak have been measured
and compared with theory. The driven current can be less than the theoretical prediction (by up to
80%) in the presence of islands driven by tearing modes. [S0031-9007(97)03551-5]

PACS numbers: 52.55.Fa, 52.50.Gj
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Neutral beams are used on a number of tokamaks to h
the plasma and drive current [1–4]. High energy (typical
75 to 140 keV) neutral atoms are able to penetrate acr
the confining magnetic field of the tokamak and into th
dense core of the plasma, at which point they become io
ized and confined by the magnetic field of the tokama
If the neutral beams are injected with a preferential dire
tion relative to the magnetic field, an electrical current ca
result as the fast ions thermalize. This offers the possib
ity of generating the currents required to create and sust
the magnetic configuration of the tokamak by use of neut
beam current drive (NBCD). Increasing the plasma curre
using NBCD (ramp-up) would be a very useful demon
stration for the engineering of a low-aspect-ratio tokama
where the elimination of the conventional solenoid use
to drive the current inductively would greatly simplify the
design. Unfortunately, ramp-up has not been observed
spite of the theoretical estimates which indicate it shou
be feasible. Understanding NBCD under ramp-up cond
tions requires understanding the fast ion dynamics at lo
plasma current and high neutral beam power.

The standard techniques for the study of fast-ion dynam
ics rely upon measurements of escaping neutral partic
or fusion products (see review in Ref. [5]). For example
with deuterium injection the neutron emission is ofte
dominated by fast ions fusing with each other and wit
the background thermal ions. The behavior of this sign
is then sensitive to the deposition, slowing down rate, a
confinement of the injected beam ions. The measured
position profiles and thermalization rates agree (to with
20%) with classical predictions [5]. The confinement o
beam ions is scarcely affected by short wavelength micr
turbulence [6], and diffusion coefficients of,0.1 m2ysec
are observed [5,7] in plasmas without long-waveleng
magnetic field perturbations. In contrast, rapid beam-io
transport is observed in plasmas with large toroida
field ripple [5,8] or magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) insta
bilities [5].

A previously unobserved, but equally useful, quantit
for characterizing the fast ion distribution function in
0031-9007y97y79(3)y427(4)$10.00
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the presence of neutral beam injection is the profile
noninductive current. Although several experiments ha
clearly established the existence of beam-driven curre
[1–4] there are no reported measurements compa
profiles of neutral beam-driven currents to those predic
by theory—due to the lack of reliable current profi
measurements until now. (The earlier studies [1–
compared external measurements of the loop voltage w
expected values, but the predicted voltage is insensi
to spatial transport of the beam ions [8].) In this Lette
we present the first detailed measurement of the NB
profile over a variety of conditions in a large tokamak.
addition, we report the first observation of the reducti
in NBCD efficiency associated with islands near ration
q surfaces caused by tearing modes, establishing
measurements of the noninductive current give a n
technique for diagnosing the behavior of fast ions. Th
reduction of NBCD efficiency has important ramification
for experiments which hope to ramp-up and sustain
plasma current noninductively using NBCD.

The experiments in this paper have been perform
in the DIII-D tokamak and were designed to test th
feasibility of plasma current ramp-up using NBCD an
bootstrap current. Specifically, the ratio of inductive
noninductive current was systematically varied b
programming the loop voltageVV , i.e., the toroidal
EMF, and the normalized betabN  bysIyaBd 
s2m0kpladyBI where b  s2m0kpldyB2 is the ratio of
the volume-averaged plasma pressure to the magn
field pressure,B is the magnetic field strength,a is the
minor radius of the plasma, andI is the total current
in the plasma in MA. This method differs from th
usual programming of the total plasma current in whi
the loop voltage is allowed to vary so as to maintain
preprogrammed plasma current.

These two parameters,bN and VV , were chosen for
the following reasons. First, the quantity of inductiv
current varies monotonically withVV at fixed bN , and
the behavior of the plasma in the limit ofVV ! 0
can be studied to find the characteristics of ramp-u
© 1997 The American Physical Society 427
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Second,bN empirically has been shown to govern MHD
stability [9], and therefore it represents a limit on th
amount of auxiliary power which can be applied for th
purpose of driving current. The total bootstrap curre
is also directly proportional tobN : Ibs ~ bN B, where
profile and geometry effects have been ignored. F
typical thermal energy confinement times which scale
t ~ HfIyP1y2g (whereH is a numerical factor ofO s1d
representing variability in the quality of confinement an
P is the auxiliary power for heating and current drive
thebN limit also limits the amount of power available for
driving current to valuesP , Pmax ~ fsbN ,maxBdyHg2.
The driven current isINBCD ~ hsbN ByHd2, whereh is
an efficiency which can depend upon plasma paramete
The total amount of noninductive current is maximized
the highestbN possible without loss of confinement.

The data used in this Letter are from 20 discharge
representing a scan ofbN from 1.2 to 2.2 andVV from
0 to 200 mV (resulting in total plasma current from
0.2 to 1.0 MA and injected power from 2 to 15 MW)
Typical time histories are shown in Fig. 1. In all case
the discharges were initiated using conventional curre
programming to form a target plasma with a current
500 kA; at 1.2 sec the switch to loop voltage control wa
implemented. In addition,bN control was also imple-
mented at 1.2 sec by controlling the duty cycle of th
neutral beams to keep a real-time estimate ofbN con-
stant. The dischanges then resistively relax over 4 s
All discharges areH-mode, have a naturalH-mode den-
sity proportional to plasma current (3 to6 3 1019 m23),
have an elongation of 2.0, a triangularity of 0.6, and
toroidal field of 2.0 T. Near tangential (tangency rad
Rtan  0.76 and 1.10 m),,75 keV deuterium neutrals
are injected in the direction of the plasma current.

FIG. 1. Time histories of plasma current, neutral beam pow
bN , andbp for representative discharges withbN  1.4 6 0.1
andVV  50 (solid), 100 (dashed), and 20 mV (dotted). Feed
back control ofbN control was implemented by modulating the
duty cycle of the neutral beams.
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The noninductive current profiles have been measur
during three times intervals (1.5 to 2.5 sec, 2.5 to 3.5 se
3.5 to 4.5 sec) for each shot in this study. Magneti
reconstructions of the MHD equilibria are found using
the codeEFIT, constrained by 16 internal measurement
of the poloidal field radial profile by motional Stark
effect spectroscopy and by external magnetic prob
[10,11]. For each time interval the loop voltage profile
is calculated from time derivatives of the poloidal flux,
and a time-averaged current density profile is calculate
[12]. The long duration of each time interval greatly
improves the accuracy of the calculation of the interna
loop voltage (typically620 mV locally). Measurements
of the electron density, electron temperature, and carb
density profile are then used to calculate the neoclassic
conductivity which, when combined with the loop voltage
profile, determine the inductive fraction of the curren
density.

The theoretical predictions of the neutral beam curre
drive are made using the measured profiles. These sa
models are also used to estimate the neutron yield f
comparison with theory. Several models for computin
the fast ion distribution function have been used for com
parison. These include the Monte-Carlo calculation o
the fast ion current implemented in theTRANSP transport
code [13], an asymptotic solution of the fast ion distribu
tion function as implemented inONETWO transport code
[14,15], and the full solution for ion distribution function
determined by the bounce averaged Fokker-Planck equ
tion as implemented in the codeCQL3D [16]. A com-
parison between the experiment and theory is shown
Fig. 2, for a case with no measurable MHD activity. The
technique used to determine the experimental nonindu
tive current is not able to distinguish between differen
types of noninductive current, thus the theoretical curve
include both neutral beam and bootstrap currents. No

FIG. 2. The profile of measured noninductive current profil
compared to various theoretical models of neutral beams curre
drive. The noninductive current is the combination of neutra
beam driven and bootstrap driven currents; the theoretic
estimate of the bootstrap portion is shown for reference.
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that for r , 0.3, the main contribution to the noninduc-
tive current comes from neutral beams.

When bN is increased and magnetic fluctuations a
observed the measured current drive can be considera
less than predicted by theory. Figure 3(a) shows a pro
of the measured noninductive current profile and th
theoretical predictions, illustrating that the discrepancy
over the entire profile.

Analysis of the MHD activity indicates that the fluctua
tions are due to magnetic islands in a rotating plasm
Using a newly installed heterodyne radiometer to measu
temperature fluctuations inside the plasma, these l
frequencys,50 kHzd, coherent modes are found to b
localized near rationalq surfaces as shown in Figs. 3(b
and 3(c). Charge exchange recombination spectrosc
measurements of the plasma rotation indicate that
modes are rotating at approximately the plasma rotati
speed. Arrays of magnetic probes indicate that the mo
numbers can vary, typicallymyn  3y2, 2y1, or 5y2,
where m is the poloidal mode number andn is the
toroidal mode number. The amplitude and phase profi
of the temperature fluctuations due to these structu
are clearly indicative of magnetic islands. These plasm
show no high frequency activity characteristic of Alfvé
eigenmodes.

The tearing activity limited the range of plasma pre
sure which could be reached. Transiently,bN could ex-
ceed four for discharges formed in this way; however, t
steady-statebN limit caused by the tearing (for durations
.1 sec) was less than 1.7. The tearing modes app
to be destabilized by the neoclassical bootstrap curr
effect in an otherwise conventionally stable plasma. S
bility is estimated by an analytic formula (applied equ
librium reconstructions) which uses the true noncircula
finite aspect-ratio geometry [17]. These highq95 s. 8d

FIG. 3. (a) The same as Fig. 2, but for a case with a teari
mode at 22 kHz. Magnetics indicates that the mode ismyn 
2y1 and is stationary in the rest frame of the rotating plasm
(b) The phase of the perturbation indicates an inversion atr 
0.12 corresponding toq  2. (c) The amplitude of coherent
perturbation of the electrons temperature from the tearing mo
Note that the maximum perturbation is near the outer edge
the island as expected.
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discharges are found to be conventionally stable for a
resonant lowm andn modes. Neoclassical helical boot-
strap currents, in response to seed islands, can overco
the stability and reinforce the seeds if large enough, pa
ticularly at high bp as considered here [18]. The low
density and high electron temperatures, 2.5 kV d used to
optimize noninductive current drive reduces the collision
ality, allowing the neoclassical destabilization to be mor
effective [19].

The disagreement between the experimental and calc
lated beam driven current density when tearing modes a
present is due to the loss of fast ions rather than enhanc
transport of current in the plasma. To study the curren
transport, as with particle and energy transport, one usua
assumes that either the source or the transport coefficie
is known and the other term can be evaluated from a flux
force relationship. Figures 2 and 3 are derived from th
assumption that current diffusion (plasma conductivity) i
known, while the sources (noninductive currents) are no
This is opposite to the usual approach taken for energ
transport studies in which the sources are assumed kno
and the transport coefficients are determined. An equal
plausible argument could have been made for an enhanc
plasma resistivity due to tearing activity to explain the dis
crepancy. For this reason, an independent check has be
made comparing the measured neutron signals with th
predictions from the fast ion models. Figure 4 shows tha
neutrons are missing when the current drive is missing, in
dependently validating the assumption of a missing sourc
of fast ions.

A likely explanation for the radial transportation of
the beam ions is that the tearing modes cause orb
stochasticity. Theoretically, magnetic perturbations ca

FIG. 4. Driven current discrepancy versus (a) neutron dis
crepancy, (b) plasma current, (c) neutral beam power.Iexp is
the integral of noninductive current measured insider . 0.35,
and Itheory is the same quantity predicted by the transport cod
ONETWO. SnsexpdySnstheoryd is the ratio of the total measured
neutron rate to the predicted neutron rate using the same fa
ion model as for the current drive estimation. Each data poin
represents a 1 sec long average of the experiment and a 1
transport simulation.n represents tearing fluctuations observed
on external Mirnov coils;h, no measurable fluctuations on ex-
ternal Mirnov coils (small signals may be seen on ECE).
429
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beat with harmonics of the orbital motion, producin
chains of secondary islands in phase space [20,21].
the width of the magnetic island and the width of th
harmonic island exceed the distance between ratio
surfaces, orbit stochasticity ensues. For the condition
Fig. 3, the large beam-ion gyroradius makes the harmo
island width relatively largesdr . 0.06d, the magnetic
island is large sdr . 0.10d, and the strong shear in
these low-current plasmas makes the distance betw
rotational surfaces relatively smallsdr . 0.14d, so the
overlap condition [Eq. (11) of Ref. [21] ] is satisfied
Thus, rapid transport of circulating beam ions is expect

The results in this paper illustrate how difficult ramp
up will be for sources with current drive efficiencie
similar to NBCD as implemented on DIII-D. This
demonstration is complicated by the intricate coupling
current drive efficiency, confinement, and MHD stabilit
The quality of confinement and MHD stability limi
the amount of power which can be injected into t
tokamak to drive current. A possible ramp-up scena
is to form a discharge noninductively [22] and then
increase the current drive power until the discharge
near, but not above theb limit. If the noninductive
current exceeds the plasma current at this power le
then the plasma current will increase. Since this ram
up scenario implicitly requires highbp , it appears that
they are always susceptible to neoclassical tearing mo
driven by bootstrap currents and thus have relatively l
steady-stateb limits. The tearing modes not only impos
a relatively lowb limit, but also reduce the efficiency o
current drive by reducing the fast ion confinement. Th
loss of NBCD due to fast particle losses is a more serio
limit on ramp-up than the thermal confinement scali
arguments outlined in Politzer [23].

Several possibilities exist for improving upon the e
periment presented in this Letter and making ramp-
feasible. First, the efficiency of current drive could b
increased. Increasing the current drive efficiency by
creasing the density and increasing the electron te
perature may have the deleterious side effect of furt
decreasing the stability against island formation due to
decrease in collisionality. Second, a reduction in plas
energy confinement relative toH-mode confinement would
allow more power to be injected for driving current befo
reaching theb limit. And finally, the b limit for tearing
modes could be improved by carefully tailoring the curre
and pressure profiles during ramp-up.

This is a report of work sponsored by the U.
Department of Energy under Contracts No. DE-AC0
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